The Econometrics and Data Science team for Business Statistics is looking for motivated

Teaching Assistants

to help with Business Statistics for the 1st year students in the bachelor programs of Bedrijfskunde and International Business Administration (IBA).

What is in it for you?
− interesting CV opportunity
− side job in the core area of your study program
− temporary side job earnings (2049-2390€/m on full-time basis) with limited load in terms of time
− helping junior students to understand and appreciate statistics better

What opportunities do we offer?
This year, several (block 4: Feb-Mar):
- helping with computer tutorials (language: R), answering questions; groups for 4 weeks x 2h per group (at least two groups);
- helping with material preparation for the above tutorials (during block 2 and 3);
- possibly we need some help with marking around week 1 block 5; per h basis.

Requirements:
- good in statistics at the 1st year BSc Business level (descriptive statistics, basic standard distributions, regression).
- proficient in Dutch (for Bedrijfskunde groups) or English (for IBA groups).
- for computer tutorials: available in period 4, easily approachable by starting students, helpful, and good with basic R (or able to work yourself into basic R before Feb).
- for material preparation: critical reading skills, experience with making instruction videos / screencasts, availability in period 2 and 3.
- for marking: meticulous / precise, sufficient availability in block 5 week 1.

Interested:
Send your file asap to Mrs. Alies Ransijn (a.m.ransijn@vu.nl) holding your letter of motivation, cv and grade list, and previous teaching experience if any. We will contact you.